Membrane interactions of cell-penetrating peptides probed by tryptophan fluorescence and dichroism techniques: correlations of structure to cellular uptake.
This work reports on the binding and conformation of a series of CPPs in the bilayer membranes of large unilamellar vesicles and the effect of the presence of cholesterol. We show a negative correlation between alpha-helical structure and uptake efficiency for penetratin peptides where the two central arginine residues of penetratin are thought to be important for breaking the secondary structure. Penetratin alpha-helicity is also reduced upon incorporation of cholesterol into the membrane. Flow linear dichroism in the far-UV region shows that the penetratin peptides adopt a preferential orientation of the alpha-helix parallel to the bilayer, and the linear dichroism (LD) spectrum in the aromatic region indicates that the tryptophan residues are preferentially oriented parallel to the membrane. The Tat analogue TatP59W and the oligoarginine R7W, which are more efficient CPPs than penetratin, bind to membranes as random coils and do not show any orientation in LD, again indicating that alpha-helicity reduces uptake efficiency. Further, we observe large variations in tryptophan quantum yields for the five CPPs in this study and discuss this in terms of the ability to cause lipid rearrangement. Binding isotherms show that cholesterol increases the affinity of the peptide for the membrane, but tryptophan fluorescence lifetimes are essentially unaltered by incorporation of as much as 40 mol % cholesterol into the membrane, suggesting the absence of specific peptide-cholesterol interactions. Fluorescence emission maxima are insensitive to cholesterol and indicate that the peptide is positioned in the headgroup region. The results on peptide-membrane interactions are discussed in terms of possible uptake mechanisms.